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Quadra Furniture & Spaces Celebrates 12 Years of Business with “12 for 12” Donation of $12,000 of High-Quality Furniture to Habitat for Humanity New York City ReStore

The Brooklyn-Based Designer Furniture and Staging Company’s contributions to Habitat NYC totals more than $23,000; Quadra commits to ongoing annual contribution of $1,000 for every year in business

New York—February 27, 2017 -- Quadra Furniture & Spaces, a New York-based furniture rental and staging company, today announced a donation of $12,000 in high-quality furniture to Habitat for Humanity New York City's ReStore, a retail concept store that accepts new and gently used home furnishings and sells them to the public at a discount of 50% to 80% off the retail value. All profits from the ReStore go to support Habitat for Humanity New York City's programs to build and preserve affordable homes within the five boroughs.

"We are excited to announce the next stage in our continued partnership with Habitat for Humanity New York City and to join them in giving back to our community in a meaningful and impactful way," said Quadra Owner and Founder Robert Sablic. "We cherish the opportunity to lend a hand in supporting Habitat NYC’s work in providing hardworking families with the choice to own their own home. We hope that our ongoing furniture contributions will give families the ability to select from wider array of design furnishings in order to create their living spaces. Our work with Habitat for Humanity NYC continues in a search of finding new ways our company can contribute to the cause. Stay tuned on our involvement with the Habitat for Humanity NYC’s Brush with Kindness community revitalization program!"

Quadra’s “12 for 12” donation is a continuation of the company's commitment to Habitat NYC. On an annual basis for each year the company is in business, Quadra will contribute $1,000 worth of high-quality furniture to Habitat NYC’s ReStore.

Quadra's donation of $12,000 of home furniture will be on display and on sale at Habitat NYC's ReStore in Queens, located at 62-01 Northern Boulevard in Woodside. The items will be available to shoppers at an affordable, discounted price. Select home furnishings include bedroom and living room sets, tables, designer rugs, bar stools, bookshelves and so much more.

"Quadra's generous partnership continues to stock the ReStore with desirable, stylish items to sell to our customers and grants us the opportunity to reinvest the proceeds back into our core mission of providing affordable homeownership to New Yorkers," said Karen Haycox, CEO of Habitat for Humanity New York City. "We are thrilled that Quadra has continued to celebrate another annual milestone by
giving back to the community and we look forward to showcasing their high-quality home furnishings to our thousands of ReStore customers."

Headquartered in Brooklyn, Quadra provides pre-designed furniture rental packages for individuals, corporate housing providers, and developers. The company has a professional design team and staging division that assists brokers, developers and home owners on professional home staging in order to increase the aesthetic perception and overall value of a property. Their designers will also create a personalized, comprehensive plan and source from some of today's most influential furniture vendors. The ReStore collects donations of overstocked, secondhand, used, and discontinued items and building materials from all five boroughs of New York City. Donated items include furniture, building materials, appliances, cabinetry, sinks, countertops, and household and décor items, often from manufacturers, stores, contractors, and individuals. Merchandise is available for sale to the public at the storefront located at 6201 Northern Blvd in Queens and are priced between 50% and 80% less than retail values. The ReStore also participates in a number of local markets, including LIC Flea and Brooklyn Flea. Larger quantity building materials such as sheetrock, hardwood flooring, carpeting, and more are also available and stored a separate location.

To learn more about how to donate to, shop, or volunteer at ReStore, please visit https://habitatnyc.org/restore.

About Habitat for Humanity New York City
Habitat for Humanity New York City transforms lives and communities by building affordable homes with families in need - and by uniting all New Yorkers around the cause of affordable housing. With the help of thousands of volunteers each year, Habitat NYC builds and preserves homes for families across the five boroughs. Learn more at www.HabitatNYC.org and connect with us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter and Instagram at @HabitatNYC.

About ReStore
The ReStore is a retail store concept that accepts donations of overstocked, seconds, used, discontinued items and salvageable building materials donated by manufacturers, stores, contractors and individuals. Items can include new and gently used furniture, building materials, appliances, cabinetry, sinks, countertops and household and décor items. The ReStore then sells those items to the public at a reduced cost, typically 50-80 percent off the original retail value. Donated items qualify for a tax deduction under Habitat NYC's 501(c)(3) status. Learn more at www.HabitatNYC.org/ReStore and connect with us on Facebook or follow us on Twitter and Instagram @NYCReStore.

About Quadra
Quadra Furniture & Spaces is a designer furniture rental and staging company established in New York in 2005. Quadra FS offers end to end pre-designed furniture rental packages as well as custom furniture rental solutions for individuals, corporate housing providers and real estate firms in need of immediate design and delivery of contemporary furnishing. With a team of professional designers, project managers, logistic professionals and a dedicated staging division, Quadra assists real estate professionals, developers and home owners in maximizing the aesthetic perception and overall value of properties. Quadra FS is headquartered at the Brooklyn Army Terminal in Brooklyn, New York. To learn more about Quadra go to www.quadrafs.com or follow on Instagram https://www.instagram.com/quadra/ call - 877-782-3720 or email at hello@quadrafs.com.